
MMJ Dispensary Looking for Grow Partners

Blue Wave Cultivators, LLC is looking for a few more grow partners to help supplement our
growing demand for MMJ product. We are legal, legit, and conduct good business. We are looking for
established growers who need additional avenues to sell product in a safe, legal and secure way. Indoor,
greenhouse, outdoor and trim product welcome.

What we do for you;

• One Point of contact— You will only have to work with one person.

-—*-- Payment Up&oat—We^IEVER-ask for credit or to front product, Paymentupon pickup.—

• We come to you—You don't have to worry about transportation.

• We pay fair market pricing—We are not looking to lowball growers on their hard work.

Number of grow partners is limited so if interested please contact us right away.

$500 REFERRAL FEE—if you do not grow MMJ or have no interest in growing but know others
that do feel free to pass this letter onto them. If a business arrangement is made between Blue Wave
Cultivation and the referred party a $500 check will be immediately issued to you—Guaranteed!

E-mail is best. Send a brief description of your products (indoor, greenhouse, outdoor, trim grade A, B or
C), a couple pictures and your target pricing. We will reply back to you within 24 hours or less. From
there we can schedule a phone meeting and see if we are a good fit for you.

Thank you for your consideration,

Bryan Maupin
VP of Operations
Blue Wave Cultivators, LLC
Phone: (559) 725-1759
Email: bluewavecult@gmail.com

Disclaimer

Blue Wave Cultivation is NOT affiliated with any local or federal law enforcement agencies. This is a legitimate
offer from a legitimate company looking for extra grow partners.

This letter is mailed randomly. Your name and address was obtained from a public records search.


